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Chapter NR 44
MASTER PLANNING FOR DEPARTMENT PROPERTIES
NR 44.01
NR 44.02
NR 44.03
NR 44.04

Purpose.
Applicability.
Definitions.
Master plan development, adoption and public involvement.

NR 44.01 Purpose. The purpose of this chapter is to:
(1) Create a uniform planning process for the management
and use of department managed properties.
(2) Establish procedures for the development, revision,
amendment, implementation and review of master plans for
department managed properties.
(3) Establish a land management classification system for use
in master plans for department managed properties.
(4) Establish the minimum content of master plans for department managed properties.
(5) Ensure that opportunities for public involvement are available in the development of master plan recommendations to the
board.
History: Cr. Register, August, 1996, No. 488, eff. 9−1−96.

NR 44.02 Applicability. This chapter shall apply to
department master plans and the master planning process.
History: Cr. Register, August, 1996, No. 488, eff. 9−1−96.

NR 44.03 Definitions. (1) “Biological diversity” means
the variety and abundance of species, their genetic composition,
and the communities, ecosystems, and landscapes in which they
occur. It also refers to the variety of ecological structures, functions and processes at any of these levels.
(2) “Board” means the natural resources board.
(3) “Cultural resource” means any archeological, architectural or historical artifact, site or structure that reflects on the
human−made environment.
(4) “Community” means an assemblage of species living
together in a particular area, time and habitat.
(5) “Department” or “DNR” means the Wisconsin department
of natural resources.
(6) “Ecological capability” means the potential of an area to
support or develop one or more communities, with the potential
being dependent on the area’s abiotic attributes, its flora and
fauna, its ecological processes and disturbances within and upon
the area.
(7) “Facility development” means the construction of infra−
structure, including buildings, roads and trails for resource management, public use or other purposes.
(8) “Master plan” or “plan” means a department plan which
describes the authorized land management, resource protection,
facility development and management of recreational use on a
department property, but does not include a study prepared for the
purpose of considering the feasibility of land acquisition respecting a new or existing project.
(9) “Native” means indigenous to the area or region.
(10) “Passive management” means management where
objectives are achieved without direct action.
(11) “Property” or “properties” means areas of land approved
by the governor for acquisition under s. 23.14, Stats., or otherwise
established by the board.
Note: Examples of properties include parks, state forests and recreation areas.

NR 44.05
NR 44.06
NR 44.07

Land management classification system.
Land management classifications.
Recreational use setting subclassifications.

(12) “Sustainable forestry” means the practice of managing
dynamic forest ecosystems to provide ecological, economic,
social and cultural benefits for present and future generations.
(13) “Trail” means a way or path designated on department
maps or by signs or both as open for public travel by foot, horseback, bicycle, snowmobile, ATV or highway/off−highway vehicles.
History: Cr. Register, August, 1996, No. 488, eff. 9−1−96.

NR 44.04 Master plan development, adoption and
public involvement. (1) DEFINITIONS. (a) “Affected or interested parties” means those persons or groups who are affected by
a master plan or project, and may include persons with an interest
in department management practices across a specific area or
statewide.
(b) “Master plan revision” or “plan revision” means a change
in the goal or objectives for a property which typically may occur
as a result of a 15−year review of the master plan under sub. (12).
(c) “Master plan amendment” or “plan amendment” means a
change in a management classification or subclassification of a
property or management area within a property without a change
in the goal and objectives for the property.
(d) “Master plan variance” or “plan variance” means a change
in management activity or use described in the master plan that is
consistent with the area’s land management classification and
does not constitute a change in an objective for management or
public use of the area as specified in the plan.
(e) “Minor master plan amendment” or “minor plan amendment” means a change in a master plan through a minor expansion
of the property boundary where the management activity, facility
development and use on the added parcel is consistent with the
master plan and the land management classification of an adjacent
management area.
(2) AUTHORIZATION TO CONDUCT A PLANNING PROCESS. Any
planning process for the purpose of developing a master plan, a
plan revision or a plan amendment shall be conducted in accordance with this chapter, unless otherwise directed by the board, and
only after following a notification and approval process to proceed with the action established by the board.
(3) PLAN APPROVAL. A plan or plan amendment shall be
approved by the board, except as provided under sub. (2). The
board may adopt a proposal as submitted by the department or
modify the proposal as deemed appropriate and reasonable.
(4) PLAN VARIANCE AND MINOR PLAN AMENDMENT INITIATION
AND APPROVAL. (a) A plan variance may be initiated by the department and may be approved by the department following reasonable notification of persons affected by or interested in management of the property, including persons requesting notification,
and after appropriate public involvement.
(b) A minor master plan amendment may be used to assign a
management and use prescription and classification to land
acquired under a property boundary expansion not exceeding 160
acres, provided the prescription is consistent with the master
plan’s goal and objectives. A minor amendment may be initiated
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by the department and may be approved by the department after
appropriate public involvement.
Note: A plan variance and minor plan amendment are approved by the department
secretary or a division administrator.

(5) OTHER PLAN CHANGES. The department may make changes
to a master plan without following the procedures in this section
under the following circumstances:
(a) To comply with non−discretionary changes in the plan
required due to a law or regulation change. The department shall
periodically, or otherwise as appropriate, inform affected or interested parties of nondiscretionary changes in a plan.
(b) When correcting typographical errors or making corrections to maps, including the delineation of areas where management prescriptions apply, provided the changes are due to
improved on−the−ground information relating to the application
of the management prescriptions and are consistent with the intent
of the plan.
(6) REQUESTS FOR A PLAN AMENDMENT, REVISION OR VARIANCE.
(a) In addition to the review requirement in sub. (12), a plan
amendment or revision may be proposed at any time by the department or any person, and an amendment or revision request shall
be filed in writing with the secretary of the department. The secretary shall inform the board of requests as filed under this section,
and the department shall notify the person or persons making the
request of the board’s decision.
(b) A variance to the master plan may be proposed at any time
by the department or any person, and a request for a variance shall
be filed in writing with the person designated in accordance with
sub. (9) (a) 6.
(7) PUBLIC AND OTHER GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT. (a) The
public shall be provided opportunities to participate throughout
the planning process for a property.
(b) As appropriate to the circumstances of each planning process, and in addition to the general public involvement process
described in this subsection, the department shall consult with
federal, state, county, town and local units of government, local
agencies and Indian tribes.
(c) During a planning process for properties lying within the
ceded territory recognized by Lac Courte Oreilles v. Voigt, 700
F.2d, 341 (7th Cir. 1983), the department shall consult on a government to government basis with Indian tribes retaining off−
reservation hunting, fishing and gathering rights in that territory.
The department shall establish the procedures for the tribal consultation process based upon a dialogue with and the agreement
of the tribes. This consultation requirement shall apply to the
development, review, revision, amendment or variance of a master plan.
(d) Public involvement in the planning process may include
meetings, hearings, workshops, open houses, surveys, questionnaires, letters, submitted proposals, personal contacts, study committees, advisory groups and other methods or activities tailored
to the needs of the individual master planning effort.
(e) Public involvement in the planning process may be for the
following purposes:
1. Identifying issues related to management and use;
2. Submitting suggestions to the department regarding future
management and use of a property;
3. Identifying and evaluating proposed property goals and
objectives; and
4. Evaluating management and use alternatives.
(f) Prior to the initiation of public involvement, except for public surveys or other preliminary issue identification activities, and
prior to the formulation of a plan, including management goals
and objectives, a plan revision or a plan amendment, the department shall prepare a public involvement plan conforming with
this paragraph and make it available to affected or interested parties for comment. The department may revise the public involve-
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ment plan at any time with appropriate notice to affected or interested parties. At a minimum, a public involvement plan shall
include the following:
1. A description of the process the department intends to use
to obtain and assure reasonable public involvement at appropriate
points throughout the planning effort; and
2. A description of the process the department intends to use
to identify affected or interested parties and notify them about the
planning process. Affected or interested parties may include federal, state or local agencies; other government officials and
regional planning commissions; Indian tribes; timber, tourism or
any other affected business entities; citizen groups, clubs, committees or individuals who have a demonstrated interest; nearby
landowners; and users of the property.
(g) The department shall designate a department employee to
be the primary public contact person for each planning process.
Concerns or inquiries by any person about the process may be submitted to the contact person who shall have the responsibility to
review and respond on behalf of the department.
(h) When initiating the public involvement process, the department shall distribute a news release to appropriate news media in
the vicinity of the property or statewide if the property has statewide significance. At a minimum, the news release shall include
the following information:
1. A notice of intent to develop, revise or amend a master plan
and to prepare an environmental analysis document required by
s. 1.11, Stats., or ch. NR 150;
2. A brief description of the property and its location;
3. The scope and objectives of the planning effort and its
potential significance to affected or interested parties; and
4. The process by which affected or interested parties may
receive information about the planning effort and opportunities to
participate in the master planning process.
(i) The department shall maintain a list of persons requesting
notification of master plan development, revision, amendment
and variance proposals and shall notify them consistent with their
request.
(8) PLANNING PROCEDURES. (a) Following a decision by the
board to enter a planning process for a plan, plan revision or plan
amendment, after appropriate data gathering and analysis and
preparation of a public involvement plan in accordance with sub.
(7) (f) and prior to the formulation of a plan, plan revision, plan
amendment or the management goals and objectives for a property, the department shall initiate planning with a public involvement process in accordance with sub. (7) (h).
(b) The department procedures described in s. NR 150.30 (1)
(f) shall be followed, as appropriate, to identify pertinent issues to
be evaluated in the planning process for a plan, plan revision or
plan amendment and when preparing any environmental analysis
required by ch. NR 150.
(c) When developing a master plan, plan revision or plan
amendment the department shall develop and analyze land management, recreational use and facility development alternatives
within the context of:
1. The property’s designation, such as state park or state wildlife area;
Note: For example, a state forest master plan must be consistent with the provisions in s. 28.04, Stats., which establish the purposes and benefits of state forests.

2. The best available information regarding the purposes and
benefits of the property that the department acquires through
inventories, evaluations, monitoring and research; and
3. A regional analysis addressing the economic, ecological
and social conditions, opportunities and constraints associated
with the property on a local and regional scale. The following
shall apply to a regional analysis:
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a. The scope and detail of the regional analysis shall be appropriate to each planning effort as deemed reasonable by the department; and
b. The regional analysis and the analysis of alternatives may
be conducted through an environmental analysis process required
by s. 1.11, Stats., or ch. NR 150.
(d) For purposes of this chapter, a “regional analysis” shall be
a broad analysis of local and regional factors based upon information that is reasonably available and is supported by credible scientific evidence, and shall, wherever applicable, include an analysis of the following:
1. Land ownership and land use patterns;
2. Cultural resources;
3. Biological diversity, including natural communities and
their distribution;
4. Ecological capability data;
5. Recreation resources and their use, capability and demand;
6. Socio−economic conditions and benefits, including local
economies; and
7. Other issues germane to managing natural resources and
public use, such as, on state forests, sustainable forestry.
(e) When appropriate, the department shall work collaboratively with other public land management agencies in the planning
area to gather information and prepare a regional analysis.
(f) The department shall prepare a proposed master plan, revision or amendment for review and decision by the board. The
department shall also submit a summary of the comments made
during the public involvement process, a summary of any unresolved conflicts that remain, the department’s recommendations
regarding the unresolved conflicts and any environmental analysis required by s. 1.11, Stats., or ch. NR 150.
(9) GENERAL PLAN CONTENT. A master plan establishes the
authorized management and development on a property, and only
those management and development activities identified in the
master plan may be pursued by the department. Specific implementation schedules for authorized actions shall be subject to
department budgets, available staffing levels and administrative
policies and may not be required by a master plan.
(a) A master plan for a property or group of properties shall
include the following:
1. A general property description;
2. A statement of general goals and objectives for management and use, and a description of how the property’s statutory
and other purposes and benefits will be realized;
3. Management, acquisition, development and use plans,
with appropriate maps showing the land management classifications;
Note: These plans will include provisions regarding management and development activities and techniques and public use in accordance with the provisions of
ss. NR 44.06 and 44.07.

4. Supporting data and information, including:
a. A summary of the property’s resource capabilities and
inventories;
b. A summary of the regional analysis for the property, and
the issues considered; and
c. A summary of background information on the property,
including its management and use history.
5. When appropriate, a communication plan describing any
steps to be taken to periodically inform affected or interested parties about completed or proposed management activities.
6. Identify a department employee who may be contacted
about questions or concerns regarding the property or the plan.
(b) Master plans may include an environmental analysis as
required by s. 1.11, Stats., and ch. NR 150.

(c) Management established by a master plan for any management area may be more specific than that described in ss. NR
44.06 and 44.07.
(10) EXCEPTIONS. (a) The department shall respond as appropriate to public health and safety emergencies.
(b) Other than as provided for in this section, the board may
amend a plan to authorize activities for the purpose of protecting
public health, safety, controlling exotic species, the salvage of
timber after a fire or other major disturbance, or to control significant disease or insect infestations that threaten adjacent lands. In
making its decision, the board shall take into consideration the
management and recreational use objectives and classification of
the area and any plan provisions that address these circumstances,
and shall notify affected and interested persons of the plan amendment.
(11) RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DEPARTMENT GUIDELINES AND
INTERNAL DIRECTIVES. When internal department guidelines and
directives conflict with the provisions of a master plan, the master
plan shall control.
(12) PLAN REVIEW. The department shall review master plans
every 15 years and make recommendations to the board. The
board shall determine whether the plan is to be amended, revised
or extended for another 15−year period. A master plan shall
remain in effect until the board takes action to modify it. The
department shall take measures to reasonably notify interested
persons of a 15−year plan review, and then shall use an appropriate
public involvement process to determine or examine issues
related to management and use of the property and the need for
plan revision.
(13) PLANS PREPARED JOINTLY WITH OTHER AGENCIES. Plans
prepared jointly with other local, state or federal agencies for a
property or project shall be exempt from complying with the
requirements of this chapter, but shall be consistent with this rule
to the extent practicable.
Note: Examples of joint plans include the management plan for the Lower St.
Croix River prepared jointly by the department, the State of Minnesota and the
National Park Service and the joint management plan for the Chippewa Flowage
being prepared by the department, Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Chippewa and the
United States Forest Service.
History: Cr. Register, August, 1996, No. 488, eff. 9−1−96; CR 13−022: am. (8)
(b) Register March 2014 No. 699, eff. 4−1−14; correction in (7) (h) (intro.) made
under s. 13.92 (4) (b) 7., Stats., Register March 2014 No. 699.

NR 44.05 Land management classification system.
(1) The land management classifications established in this chapter shall be used by the department in developing, revising or
amending master plans, unless directed otherwise by the board.
(2) The land management classifications shall be used in the
master plan and on management maps to describe the general
management objective for a property or a management area within
a property as determined during the master planning process. The
department shall assign to each management area on a property
the land management classification described in s. NR 44.06 that
most accurately describes the management prescribed for the area
by the master plan, while being consistent with the standards of
the classification. For those land management classifications that
also provide for recreational use setting subclassifications, which
are described in s. NR 44.07, the subclassifications shall be
applied in the same manner as the land management classifications. The assigned classifications and subclassifications shall be
consistent with the purposes of the property as designated by statute or rule.
(3) Management activities within any land management classification may provide benefits other then those directly sought by
the management objective. Except as otherwise expressly provided by statute, rule or the plan, activities and recreational uses
may occur within an area to the extent that they are consistent with
the management objective for the area.
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(4) Management activities not specifically enumerated in ss.
NR 44.06 and 44.07 may be authorized by the master plan if they
are compatible with the classification and subclassification of the
affected area.
History: Cr. Register, August, 1996, No. 488, eff. 9−1−96.

NR 44.06 Land management classifications.
(1) GENERAL. The land management classifications described in
this section and the recreational use setting subclassifications
described in s. NR 44.07 shall be used in the master plan in a manner consistent with the management objective for the area.
(2) RECREATIONAL USE SUBCLASSIFICATIONS. (a) A recreational use setting subclassification, described in s. NR 44.07,
shall be designated for each area designated as a recreation management area, scenic resources management area or wild
resources management area.
Note: All department lands generally are open to recreational uses, as described
in s. NR 1.61, and recreation is an important public benefit along with other resource
benefits. The recreational use settings allow further description and definition of
management in the recreation, scenic and wild resources management area classes
where management for specific recreational environments is a prominent objective,
and the absence of their application to the other land management classifications is
not intended to imply that substantial recreational use does not occur in these areas.

(b) Sites or areas permanently closed to public recreational use
are not assigned a recreational use subclassification.
(3) PLAN COMPONENTS FOR EACH MANAGEMENT AREA. For each
designated management area on a property, except for a wild
resources management area which shall follow the plan provisions in sub. (10) (e), the master plan shall identify and explain the
following:
(a) The specific short−term and long−term management objectives;
(b) The resource management and resource development
activities authorized and the specific circumstances where, and
the degree that, each management or development activity may be
used;
Note: For example, to identify specific management activities and where they may
take place, the master plan may state, “in jack pine stands on very sandy sites, clearcutting is the primary management activity used to harvest the stand and promote
regeneration”.

(c) The types of recreation management and recreation facility
development authorized, and, when appropriate, the authorized
size or use capacity of the facilities;
(d) The specific types of public use or uses authorized on designated roads and trails, and any appropriate use restrictions, such
as restrictions related to seasonal or environmental conditions;
(e) Areas, if any, where specific management or development
activities or techniques are prohibited or are limited and the rationale for any such limitation;
(f) Where appropriate, time schedule guidelines, any special
development, vegetation management and maintenance requirements or restrictions, and any requirements for public health,
safety and welfare, or the protection of cultural resources;
(g) The authorized management response to catastrophic
events, including fire, disease, insect infestations or timber blowdowns; and
(h) Other requirements, if any, that are specified in the statutory authority for that type of property.
(4) FOREST PRODUCTION AREA. In the master plan a forest production area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The management objective of a
forest production area is the sustainable production of timber and
other forest products. The specific objective for any given forest
production area may vary depending on site capability, timber
types, markets, societal needs, desired associated benefits, the
desired future forest conditions, adjacent land uses and local economic conditions. In addition, under limited, special circumstances, which shall be specified in the master plan, the following
may be forest management objectives:
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1. In areas of high recreational use and where site conditions
allow, manage to produce timber on extended rotations in a manner that promotes long−term visual appeal.
2. While managing for timber products, promote the production and maintenance of certain ecological attributes that are characteristic of older forests.
Note: If providing ecological conditions associated with old−growth forest communities is the management objective, the area should be classified as a native community management area.

(b) Management. A master plan may authorize any management activity or technique that is consistent with the management
objective specified in the master plan for the area, and is compatible with the site’s ecological capability and the practice of sustainable forestry. Only those management activities or techniques
identified by the master plan for the management area may be pursued.
Note: Examples of timber management activities and techniques include clearcutting, selection harvesting, thinning and other routine timber stand improvement
activities, and the use of herbicides, mowing, burning, and planting and activities
related to road construction and erosion control. “Timber stand improvement” means
management practices for the purpose of improving the rate of growth, quality of
growth or composition of the forest stand which may include pruning, non−commercial thinning, crop release and elimination of competing cull trees and shrubs, vines,
weeds and grass.

(c) Master plan components. In addition to the plan components described in sub. (3), the master plan shall identify the predominant timber types and the desired future timber types and
stand conditions for the area.
(5) HABITAT MANAGEMENT AREA. In the master plan a habitat
management area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The management objective for a
habitat management area is to provide or enhance habitat, whether
upland, wetland or aquatic, to support specific species of plants or
animals. Habitats and communities in areas with this designation
may be managed for a wide variety of purposes, including focused
species production and protection. Areas that initially do not have
desired habitat conditions but have a high potential to be restored
to those conditions may be included under this classification.
(b) Management. A master plan may authorize any management activity or technique that is consistent with the management
objective specified in the master plan for the area, and is compatible with the site’s ecological capability. Only those management
activities or techniques identified by the master plan for the management area may be pursued.
Note: Examples of potential management activities include timber harvesting,
herbicide application, mowing, burning, planting, flooding, agricultural cropping,
installation of fish habitat improvement devices, road construction and erosion control.

(c) Master plan components. In addition to the plan components in sub. (3), the master plan shall identify the habitat objectives and species or communities being favored, and the desired
conditions to be produced in the area.
(6) NATIVE COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT AREA. In the master
plan, a native community management area shall be consistent
with the following:
(a) Definition. For purposes of this subsection, “native community” means a distinct and reoccurring assemblage of populations of plants, animals, bacteria and fungi naturally associated
with each other and their physical environment and which are
indigenous to the area.
(b) Management objective. The management objective of a
native community management area is to represent, restore and
perpetuate native plant and animal communities, whether upland,
wetland or aquatic, and other aspects of native biological diversity. Areas that initially do not have the desired community conditions but have a reasonable potential to be restored to those conditions may be included under this classification.
(c) Management. Management activities shall be designed to
achieve land management objectives through natural processes
and management techniques that mimic those processes whenever possible. A master plan may authorize any management
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activity or technique that is consistent with the management
objective specified in the master plan for the area, and is compatible with the site’s ecological capability. Only those management
activities or techniques identified by the master plan for the management area may be pursued.
Note: Examples of potential management activities include timber harvesting,
herbicide application, mowing, burning, planting, road construction and erosion control. Passive management may be employed.

(d) Master plan components. In addition to the plan components described in sub. (3), the master plan shall identify the specific native community types and the specific objective for the
area.
(7) SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREA. In the master plan a special
management area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The management objective of a
special management area is to provide and maintain areas and
facilities for special uses not included under other land management classifications described in this section.
Note: Examples of special management areas include administrative or service
facility areas, cultural resource protection areas, propagation and nursery areas and
demonstration or experimental management areas where the primary use is for
research and testing of new resource management methods and techniques.

(b) Management. A master plan may authorize any management activity or technique that is consistent with the management
objective specified in the master plan for the area, and is compatible with the site’s ecological capability.
(8) RECREATION MANAGEMENT AREA. In the master plan a recreation management area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The management objective of a
recreation management area is to provide and maintain land and
water areas and facilities for outdoor public recreation or education.
(b) Management. A master plan may authorize any management activity or technique that is consistent with the management
objective specified in the master plan for the area, and is compatible with the site’s ecological capability. Only those management
activities or techniques identified by the master plan for the management area may be pursued.
Note: Examples of potential management activities include timber harvesting,
herbicide application, mowing, burning, planting, road construction and erosion control. Passive management may be employed.

(c) Applicable recreational use setting subclassifications. The
recreational use settings in s. NR 44.07 that are compatible with
this classification are the Type 2, Type 3 or Type 4 settings.
(d) Master plan components. In addition to the plan components described in sub. (3), the master plan shall describe the
desired future landscape conditions and identify any specific
management activities or policies for the protection, maintenance,
enhancement or restoration of the visual characteristics that are
important to the recreational use of the management area.
(9) SCENIC RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AREA. In the master plan
a scenic resources management area shall be consistent with the
following:
(a) Management objective. The management objective of a
scenic resources management area is to protect, maintain and
enhance for long−term public enjoyment lands or waters having
unique aesthetic qualities or outstanding scenic beauty and lands
where managing for aesthetics is a primary concern due to significant or special public use of the area.
Note: The scenic resources area management classification typically may be
applied to lands with outstanding scenic attractions; to scenic lakes, rivers and
streams with high value for water−based recreation; and to scenic highways, roads,
trails or vistas where public use is for the specific purpose of enjoying scenery.

(b) Management area. The scenic resources management area
shall include, whenever possible, the department managed area
that can readily be seen from the customary recreational use area
or areas during the primary season or seasons of use. The designated management area, as specifically designated in the plan,
shall, to the extent practicable, also include lands which are necessary to fully protect the scenic resource or to be effectively man-

aged as an independent management unit. Development within
a scenic resources management area shall be located and designed
to be harmonious with the surrounding landscape and have minimal negative impact upon its scenic values.
(c) Management. A master plan may authorize any management activity or technique that is consistent with the management
objective specified in the master plan for the area, and is compatible with the site’s ecological capability. Only those management
activities or techniques identified by the master plan for the management area may be pursued. All of the following management
guidelines apply:
Note: Vegetation management approaches appropriate for use within scenic
resources management areas may vary from passive management to intensive management, depending upon the long−term scenic management objective for the area
and the site’s ecological capability, vegetation types and site conditions.

1. Where conspicuous management activities cannot be
avoided, all reasonable measures shall be taken to mitigate the
level and duration of the impacts for the viewing public;
2. New utility facilities, when permitted, shall be placed
underground or be located in such a way as to be visually screened
from the primary viewing areas; and
3. Trees that pose a significant hazard to public safety may be
removed, and exotic or other species threatening the management
objective for the area may be controlled as long as the control
activities do not have significant adverse impacts on the scenic
value of the area.
Note: Examples of potential management activities include timber harvesting,
planting, herbicide application, mowing, burning, flooding, installation of fish habitat improvement devices, road construction and erosion control.

(d) Applicable recreational use setting subclassifications. The
recreational use settings in s. NR 44.07 that are compatible with
this classification are the Type 2, Type 3 or Type 4 settings.
(e) Master plan components. In addition to the plan components described in sub. (3), the master plan shall identify the specific short−term and long−term scenic management objectives for
the area, including any restoration and enhancement objectives,
and a description of the desired future landscape conditions.
Note: Examples of potential restoration, enhancement and maintenance activities
include cutting trees and shrubs to maintain or create scenic vistas, underplanting or
replanting preferably native trees and shrubs for visual variety or to speed conversion
to a scenically desirable forest type and removal of exotic species.

(10) WILD RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AREA. In the master plan
a wild resources management area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The management objective of the
wild resources management area is to provide and maintain land
and water areas where natural ecological processes predominate
and evidence of human cultural impact is low; there is little or no
visible resource management activity and facility development is
limited to primitive recreational uses.
(b) Designation. This classification may be applied to undeveloped areas or areas that have the potential to be restored to a
substantially wild appearing condition. Areas with pre−existing
structures or landscape alterations may be included under this
classification provided the overall objective of the classification
can substantially be met.
(c) Management. Management activities are limited and must
be consistent with the management objective specified in the master plan for the area. The master plan may authorize management
activities or techniques for the purpose of protecting or enhancing
the outstanding natural or aesthetic values of the area or restoring
the wild character of the area or ecosystem, for improving a
degraded environment caused by recreational use or past management or development activities, to remove structures, roads or
other cultural impacts, or to construct or maintain compatible recreational facilities. Compatible recreational facilities are those
authorized by the recreation setting subclassification assigned to
the area. Management, enhancement or restoration activities shall
be conducted in a manner that will minimize, to the extent practi-
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cable, the perception of human activity in the area. In addition, the
following shall apply:
1. Planting native vegetation appropriate to the area and site
and limited vegetation cutting is authorized to achieve the management objectives of this class. Vegetation management or timber harvesting activities, other than that allowed under this subsection, is not authorized;
Note: Examples of authorized vegetation cutting activities include the thinning
of residual tree plantations to create a more natural appearing forest condition, the
removal of trees considered to be a hazard to the public or when associated with the
construction and maintenance of authorized recreational facilities and the removal of
exotic species.

2. Road construction or reconstruction to support management and restoration activities shall be limited to the degree possible and all roads shall be abandoned and the area restored following completion of the management activity, except when
specifically authorized by the master plan for continued use for
recreation or other purposes in an area designated as a Type 2 recreational use setting described under s. NR 44.07 (5);
3. Management actions to control exotic or other species that
threaten the wildland character or outstanding natural values of
the area are authorized when identified in the master plan;
4. The authorized management response to suppress fire shall
be identified in the master plan. Generally timber will not be salvaged after a natural disturbance;
5. Pre−existing structures that are not specifically authorized
by the master plan, including roads, buildings, bridges and dams
or remnants of them, shall be removed and the area shall be
restored to the degree practicable and feasible;
Note: Structures with historical value are an example of a type of structure that
may be authorized by the master plan to be maintained within a wild resource management area.

6. New utility right−of−ways or utility structures are not
authorized, and pre−existing utility structures shall be removed or
buried whenever practicable; and
7. Motor vehicle access for management purposes is prohibited, except to respond to significant health and safety and other
emergencies, or as specified in the master plan to conduct prescribed restoration activities.
(d) Applicable recreational use setting subclassifications. The
Type 1 and Type 2 recreational use settings in s. NR 44.07 are
compatible with this classification; however, for a Type 2 recreational use area, the land management activities and non−recreational facility development shall be consistent with this subsection.
(e) Master plan components. The master plan shall identify:
1. The specific land management, enhancement or restoration
objectives for the area;
2. The authorized land management, enhancement or restoration activities, including the specific circumstances where, and
the degree that, each may be used;
3. Where appropriate, management activity time schedule
guidelines, any special development, vegetation management and
maintenance requirements or restrictions, and any requirements
for public health, safety and welfare;
4. The authorized management response, if any, to catastrophic events, such as fire, disease, insect infestations or timber
blowdowns;
5. The recreational facilities to be provided and, when appropriate, guidelines for siting the facilities; and
6. The specific type of use authorized for designated trails.
(f) Wilderness lakes and wild lakes. 1. ‘Definitions.’ a. “Wilderness lake” means a lake or grouping of lakes of 5 or more acres
with an undeveloped shoreline, no road access and no structural
development, except for primitive campsites, within 1/4 mile of
the shoreline and where human influence upon the landscape visible from the lake is not noticeable.
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b. “Wild lake” means a lake or grouping of lakes of 5 or more
acres where human influence upon the lake and its surrounding
lands is not conspicuous; it has an undeveloped shoreline and,
with the exception of primitive campsites and limited roads that
may be present to provide access to or near the water’s edge, no
structural developments are visible from the water.
2. ‘Wilderness lake.’ In addition to the other requirements of
this subsection, the following criteria shall be followed when designating and managing a wilderness lake:
a. The designated area shall be delineated in the plan and shall
include an area that generally extends not less than 1/4 mile from
the shoreline and includes, to the extent practicable, the area that
can readily be seen from the water;
b. Motor vehicle use for management purposes or recreational use is prohibited within 1/4 mile of the shoreline, except to
respond to significant health and safety emergencies or to accomplish restoration activities specified in the master plan; and
c. Structural developments are prohibited within 1/4 mile of
the shoreline, except for primitive campsites which shall be visually inconspicuous from the water.
3. ‘Wild lake.’ In addition to the other requirements of this
subsection, the following criteria shall be followed when designating and managing a wild lake:
a. The designated management area shall be delineated in the
plan and shall include an area that generally extends not less than
400 feet from the shoreline or includes, to the extent practicable,
the area that can readily be seen from the water, whichever area
is larger;
b. Shoreline development or alteration is limited to providing
limited public access and primitive, watercraft accessible campsites; and
c. Motor vehicle use for management purposes or for recreational use is restricted to designated access roads and water
access sites and response to significant health and safety emergencies or to accomplish restoration activities specified in the master
plan.
Note: Wilderness lakes and wild lakes are non−motorized recreational use areas,
as described for Type 1 or Type 2 recreational use settings under s. NR 44.07 (4) and
(5).
History: Cr. Register, August, 1996, No. 488, eff. 9−1−96.

NR 44.07 Recreational use setting subclassifications. (1) GENERAL. The recreational use subclassifications
define the compatible management and use activities and the
appropriate recreational facilities for 4 general recreational settings. Each subclassification describes a distinct recreational
environment, each offering opportunities for different types of
recreational experiences. The subclassifications described in this
section shall be used in a master plan to describe the general recreational management objective for areas with the recreation, scenic
resources and the wild resources management classifications
described under s. NR 44.06.
Note: The subclassifications describe a range of recreational use settings, each
being characterized by the manner it addresses a number of key attributes, such as
degree of remoteness, motor use and the apparent level of management and development. The settings span a range from wild and undeveloped to intensively used and
highly developed.

(2) DEFINITIONS. (a) “All terrain vehicle” or “ATV” has the
meaning specified in s. 340.01 (2g), Stats.
(b) “Box latrine” means a simple open−air privy commonly
provided at isolated, primitive campsites.
(c) “Group campsite” means any campsite authorized for use
by groups other than those meeting the definition of a camping
party in a family campground as defined by ch. NR 45.
(d) “Highway/off−highway vehicles” or “H/OH” means motor
vehicles that are generally 4−wheel drive, high clearance, street
legal, licensed vehicles with floatation−type tires able to traverse
roads and trails where ordinary passenger vehicles cannot travel
without hazard of becoming stuck or otherwise disabled.
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(e) “Information facilities” include signs, sign boards, information kiosks and visitor centers for the purpose of providing use
or educational formation to the public.
(f) “Motorized use” means people traveling by use of a motor
powered vehicle other than when engaged in management activities or contract operations authorized by the department.
(g) “Native surface material” means unprocessed, indigenous
road and trail surfacing material.
(h) “Natural−appearing” means visually perceived as minimally altered or modified by human actions.
(i) “Non−motorized use” means transportation of people by
any means other than by a motor−powered vehicle, and the use of
motorized vehicles for management purposes by the department
and its contractors when engaged in management activity.
(j) “Permanent all−season road” means a road developed and
operated for continuous or recurrent annual use. It is designed and
constructed to accommodate year−round use, but may have use
restrictions or may not be maintained at various times of the year.
(k) “Permanent seasonal road” means a road that is maintained
as part of the permanent road system but is developed for periodic
use when the ground is frozen or dry and firm.
(L) “Primitive surface material” means the natural soil, rock
or sand surface existing on roads and trails that developed through
use and was not constructed.
(m) “Single unit campsite” means a campsite designated for
use by families or groups of 6 persons or less.
(n) “Snowmobile” has the meaning specified in s. 340.01
(58a), Stats.
(o) “Temporary road” means a road designed and constructed
for short−term use during a specific project.
(p) “Visitor controls” means regulatory signs, access barriers
and regulations, for directing or controlling the behavior of people
using department−managed lands.
(q) “Visual quality management” means actions to produce or
maintain a specific state of landscape aesthetic conditions and
minimize or mitigate any negative visual impacts from land management activities or development.
(3) ROAD AND TRAIL STANDARDS. For purposes of this section,
roads and trails are classified as follows:
(a) Primitive road. A primitive road shall be a temporary or
permanent seasonal road with a maximum sustained cleared
width normally not exceeding 12 feet, little or no roadbed grading,
minimal cut and fill, a surface of primitive or native material.
Note: Due to their unimproved, rough condition, primitive roads commonly are
only suitable for H/ohci’s and other off−highway vehicles, and may not be negotiable
by ordinary highway vehicles.

(b) Lightly developed road. A lightly developed road shall be
a temporary road, a permanent seasonal road or a permanent all−
season road which is primarily a single lane with a maximum sustained cleared width normally not exceeding 16 feet, is lightly to
well−graded with minimal cut and fill, is surfaced with primitive,
native or aggregate materials except in limited special use situations where asphalt may be used, and has a maximum speed
design of 15 mph.
Note: Due to the variability of roadbed conditions at different times and places,
some lightly developed roads might not be negotiable by ordinary highway vehicles.

(c) Moderately developed road. A moderately developed road
shall be a permanent seasonal road or a permanent all−season road
which typically is 2−lane, but may be one−lane, have a maximum
sustained cleared width normally not exceeding 45 feet for 2−lane
and 30 feet for one−lane, a well−graded roadbed and may have
moderate cuts and fills and shallow ditching, has a surface of
aggregate, asphalt or native material, and a maximum design
speed of 25 mph.
(d) Fully developed road. A fully developed road shall be a
permanent all−season road with a cleared width normally of 50
feet or more, a roadbed with cuts and fills as needed, an aggregate,

asphalt or other paved surface and be designed for speeds exceeding 25 mph.
(e) Primitive trail. A primitive trail shall be a minimally developed single−file trail with a maximum sustained cleared width
normally not exceeding 8 feet and a minimal tread width for the
intended use, have a rough, ungraded bed where large rocks,
stumps and downed logs may be present. It primarily follows the
natural topography, has no or few shallow cuts and fills, and is surfaced with primitive or native materials, except for limited distances where environmental conditions require the use of other
materials. Modifications to the natural trail surface are limited to
that which is minimally necessary to provide essential environmental protection.
(f) Lightly developed trail. A lightly developed trail shall be
a trail with a maximum sustained cleared width normally not
exceeding 16 feet, a moderately wide tread width for the designated uses, a rough−graded base to remove stumps and large
rocks, and a surface of primitive or native materials, except where
other materials are required due to environmental conditions or
where the trail also serves as a lightly developed road where other
types of surfacing materials are used.
(g) Moderately developed trail. A moderately developed trail
shall be a trail with a maximum sustained cleared width normally
not exceeding 8 feet, a minimal tread width for the intended use,
a relatively smooth graded base with a compacted surface composed of stable materials such as aggregate. Where practicable
and feasible, a moderately developed trail shall, at a minimum,
meet the standards for recreational trails accessible to persons
with a disability.
(h) Fully developed trail. A fully developed trail shall be a trail
with a smoothly graded base and a stable, hard surface composed
of materials such as asphalt, aggregate or frozen earth. The trail’s
cleared width, tread width and cuts and fills are not limited, but
shall be appropriate for the trail’s intended use. To the degree
practicable and feasible, fully developed pedestrian trails shall be
fully accessible by persons with physical disabilities.
(4) TYPE 1 RECREATIONAL USE SETTING. In the master plan a
Type 1 recreational use area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The objective of this setting is to
provide a remote, wild area where the recreational user has opportunities to experience solitude, challenge, independence and self−
reliance.
(b) Perceived remoteness. An area designated as a Type 1 setting shall be substantially isolated from development and be managed to maintain or enhance a perception of remoteness from
human activity. Occasional sights and sounds of motors and other
human activity may be present but are typically distant, except
during hunting seasons. The designated area shall be of a size and
configuration so as to offer a substantial opportunity for the public
to experience solitude, substantially free of conflicting influences
from adjacent land uses, with a majority of the area meeting one
or more of the following minimum criteria:
1. An area that is approximately 2,000 acres or more in size
and 1/2 mile or more from a federal, state or county highway or frequently used rail line, and at least 1/4 mile from any other public
highway, department road open to motor vehicle use by the public,
motorized trail or infrequently used rail line.
2. A river or stream, or river or stream segment that is approximately 6 miles or more in length with little or no evident development and no road crossings. It is generally not less than 1/4 mile
from the river or stream to the nearest motorized trail or road open
to public vehicles, except when unique physical characteristics or
use patterns allow the river or stream to be closer or demand it be
further from a route used by motor vehicles to meet the objectives
of the classification.
Note: Topography and vegetation conditions may largely determine the minimum
size necessary to achieve the objectives of this setting. Unique local conditions, such
as rugged topography, may allow some areas that are closer to open roads and motorized trails to be appropriately designated as Type 1 settings. Conversely, larger sepa-
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ration distances would be required in relatively flat, open areas or areas near highways with heavy traffic.

(c) Social contact. Typically, the level of recreational use in
the area is low, resulting in little contact with others outside one’s
own group when traveling and, when camping, other camper
groups are not seen and generally may not be heard.
(d) Access. Internal access is highly limited and travel may be
difficult, as the area is essentially without roads and trails and
access by watercraft is hard due to long distances from access
points or to obstructions to navigation. The following criteria
shall apply:
1. Public vehicle access and motorized recreational use is prohibited and the use of motorized watercraft in the area shall be
restricted to the maximum degree possible, except for:
a. Within authorized access roads and parking lots;
b. The incidental use of motorized watercraft if, and only to
the extent that, such use may not be prohibited due to the public’s
right of navigation; and
c. A person with a disability may use a manually or electrically powered wheelchair or an electrically powered watercraft
operated at slow−no−wake speed as a mode of personal conveyance; or may be authorized, by a permit issued by the property
manager, to use a low−powered mechanically propelled vehicle
designed specifically for use by a person with a disability.
2. The development and maintenance of limited, primitive
hiking and portage trails may be authorized by the master plan,
and trails may not exceed a density of one mile per square mile.
Trail maintenance shall be for essential resource protection only.
Areas with non−conforming roads and trails may be classified as
a Type 1 setting if the master plan provides measures to assure
their closure and restoration to a natural appearing condition or
their redevelopment to conform to the setting standards. A limited
number of small off−road public parking areas located on the
periphery may be authorized by the master plan.
3. The use of motorized vehicles for routine maintenance of
trails and campsites is not authorized.
Note: Authorized motor vehicle access for restoration or other land management
activities is described under s. NR 44.06 (10) (c) 7.

(e) Recreational facility development. Facility developments
or modifications to vegetation or the physical landscape are not
authorized, except for those that are minimally necessary to
accommodate limited primitive camping and authorized trails.
The following development standards shall apply:
1. Trails, when authorized by the master plan, shall be minimally developed and maintained primitive trails that are restricted
to hiking or portage uses, and shall be consistent with par. (d).
2. Developed campsites, when authorized by the master plan,
shall be small, minimally developed single unit campsites that are
primitive, remote and widely dispersed, are minimally cleared
and have a primitive surface. Campsite facilities are limited to a
fire ring and box latrine. A box latrine may be constructed of
wood or synthetic materials and shall be a non−reflective, earth−
tone color that blends with the surrounding environment. Campsites shall be sited and developed to be visually inconspicuous
from the water. Trees and other vegetation may be cut as is minimally necessary for campsite development and camper safety.
3. Environmental protection measures shall be used only to
protect fragile resources under normal use patterns. Environmental protection and impact mitigation measures shall be designed
to be in harmony with the character of the area and the setting, and
only native, natural materials may be used.
(f) User management. On−site visitor controls and information facilities or signs shall be limited. Only rocks or vegetation
may be used to close roads and trails, although earthen berms may
be temporarily used while restoration of the road is in progress.
Small signs may be used to mark watercraft campsites. Trails may
be minimally marked at trailheads and may not have trail markers
along the route. Trailhead information signs, when provided, shall
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be the minimum size necessary and be primarily of earth−tone colors.
Note: Information for users of this setting is normally provided by brochures and
other means off−site.

(g) Land management and non−recreational facility development. Authorized land management and non−recreational facility
development shall be as described under s. NR 44.06 (10) (c), the
wild resources management area classification.
(5) TYPE 2 RECREATIONAL USE SETTING. In the master plan a
Type 2 recreational use area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The objective of this setting is to
provide a remote or somewhat remote area with little development
and a predominantly natural−appearing environment offering
opportunities for solitude and primitive, non−motorized recreation.
Note: Under appropriate circumstances, equestrian and bicycle uses are compatible with this setting.

(b) Perceived remoteness. An area designated as a Type 2 setting shall be managed to maintain or create a moderate to high perception of remoteness. The objective is to provide conditions
where users of the area may feel they are in a secluded setting. The
designated area shall be of a size and configuration, when considered in the context of topography, vegetation and adjacent or
nearly adjacent land uses, to offer opportunities for solitude.
Note: The area may be smaller in size and nearer to public highways than that
required for a Type 1 setting. Typically, in a Type 2 setting the sights and sounds of
human activity may not be entirely uncommon, but usually are distant.

(c) Social contact. Use levels and contacts with people outside
one’s own group on trails and waterways typically are low to moderate. Designated campsites shall be located so that campers have
low sight and sound contacts with other campers. Only recreational uses or styles of use that are similar in character shall be
authorized.
(d) Access. Internal access shall be limited and travel may be
difficult in some areas. The probability of significant use of
motorized watercraft in the area is low. The following shall apply:
1. Access ways are restricted to primitive trails, primitive
roads and a minor amount of lightly developed trails and roads.
Roads shall be developed to the minimum standard required for
the intended use, and trail and road densities are restricted to a total
of 2 miles per square mile or less, including abandoned roads and
trails that have not been restored. Areas with non−conforming
roads and trails may be classified as a Type 2 setting if the master
plan provides measures to assure their closure and restoration to
a natural appearing condition or their redevelopment to conform
to the setting standards. A limited number of short, vehicle access
roads and small parking areas located on the periphery of the area
are authorized, including roads and water access sites allowed for
wild lakes designated under s. NR 44.06 (10) (f) 3.
2. Public motor vehicle access or motorized recreational use
is prohibited and the use of motorized watercraft on waterbodies
in the area shall be restricted to the maximum degree possible,
except for:
a. The incidental use of motorized watercraft if, and only to
the extent that, such use may not be prohibited due to the public’s
right of navigation;
b. Limited snowmobile trail crossings which may be authorized in the master plan when other viable alternative routes are
unavailable and the snowmobile use does not substantially conflict with the predominant non−motorized recreational uses;
c. A person with a disability may use a manually or electrically powered wheelchair or an electrically powered watercraft
operated at slow−no−wake speed as a mode of personal conveyance; or may be authorized, by a permit issued by the property
manager, to use a low−powered mechanically propelled vehicle
designed specifically for use by a person with a disability.
3. As is reasonably required, the use of motorized vehicles
and equipment or tools may be authorized in the area for logging,
restoration, and other management or maintenance activities by
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the department or its contractors engaged in management activities. Access developed for management purposes may not exceed
the road and trail standards for the setting. In performing management activities, all reasonable efforts shall be made to avoid conflicts with recreational use.
(e) Recreational facility development. Recreational facility
development shall be minimal, with facilities being rudimentary
and primarily for environmental protection purposes rather than
user comfort and convenience. Facility development in the area
shall be maintained at a low density level. Management and
development shall comply with the following:
Note: Trails, small parking areas, and small, minimally developed water access
sites are the most common types of development in a Type 2 setting.

1. ‘Visibility of development activities.’ Development activities, shall, to the degree possible and practicable, be designed to
harmonize with the topography and other landscape features; and,
to the degree feasible and practicable, visual quality management
shall be prescribed to minimize negative visual impacts from
development and maintenance activities.
2. ‘Buildings and other structures.’ The construction of
buildings is prohibited, except that small, rustic appearing, vault
toilets may be constructed at access sites and portable toilets may
be placed at sites where permanent toilet facilities are not practicable or feasible. Box latrines at campsites may be made of wood
or synthetic materials. For other types of structures, undimensioned, natural building materials shall be used whenever possible
and structures shall be designed and constructed to blend with the
surrounding environment. All structures shall have non−reflective surfaces and be of earth−tone colors.
3. ‘Camping facilities.’ Developed campsites, where authorized by the master plan, shall be only small, single unit primitive
campsites that are widely dispersed and remote. They shall have
minimal clearing and a primitive surface material. Improvements
are limited to a fire ring, picnic table and box latrine, except for
designated disabled accessible sites which may have an improved
surface, improved water access and other appropriate facilities.
The facilities for persons with disabilities shall be designed and
constructed to harmonize with the environment and setting to the
degree feasible and practicable. Picnic areas and campgrounds
are prohibited. Above−ground utility structures or cleared utility
corridors may not be constructed to service recreational facilities,
and any that exist shall be removed whenever possible.
4. ‘Trails.’ Designated recreational trails are primarily primitive trails, but lightly developed trails and limited moderately
developed trails may also be present, and shall be consistent with
par. (d). For each designated trail the master plan shall identify the
specific type of use authorized and any appropriate use restrictions, such as seasonal or environmental condition restrictions.
Limited mowing of trails and machine grooming for cross−country skiing is authorized, except in a wild resources management
area.
5. ‘Environmental protection.’ Limited environmental protection measures may be evident. Measures to prevent or correct
unacceptable environmental impacts shall be in harmony with the
character of the area and the setting. Only native, natural materials
may be used.
(f) User management. The department shall minimize the use
of on−site visitor controls which shall harmonize with the environment whenever possible. Information facilities, when provided, shall be simple and unobtrusive. When information sign
boards are provided they shall be located only at trailheads and be
of the minimum size necessary and primarily of earth−tone colors.
Trail markers, if provided, are limited to widely spaced, small
route markers, and to required safety signs. Directional signs,
except for those at trailheads and trail crossings, are prohibited.
(g) Land management and non−recreational facilities.
Resource modification or use compatible with the objectives of
the recreational use setting may occur but shall be done in ways

that harmonize with the landscape and, overall, are visually inconspicuous, except for short−term, local occurrences. Management
parameters for the area include the following:
1. ‘Visibility of management activities.’ To the degree possible and practicable, management and restoration activities,
including forest management, shall be designed to harmonize
with the surrounding topography and other natural occurring
shapes in the area; and, with consideration of the area’s management objectives and resource capabilities, visual quality management techniques shall be prescribed to the degree feasible and
practicable to minimize and rapidly reduce secondary, negative
visual quality impacts of management activities.
2. ‘Resource management structures or developments.’ Pre−
existing dams, dikes or ditches may be authorized, but shall be
inconspicuous and blend in with the surrounding landscape. The
construction of new dams, dikes or ditches may be authorized by
the master plan only under extraordinary circumstances that are
consistent with the master plan’s objective for the area, and shall
be designed and constructed to be inconspicuous and blend in with
the surrounding landscape. Pre−existing and new fish habitat
improvement devices may be authorized, provided they are
inconspicuous and blend in with the surrounding landscape.
3. ‘Non−recreational and non−resource management structures.’ a. The area shall have no or few non−recreational structures;
b. New above−ground utility structures or cleared utility corridors should not be constructed or encouraged, and any that are
pre−existing should be removed whenever possible;
c. Unauthorized pre−existing non−recreational structures,
unauthorized recreational structures and other unauthorized
structures, including cabins and residential or commercial structures, shall be removed as soon as practicable and feasible.
4. ‘Forest management.’ Forest management shall be consistent with this subsection and with the management objectives
established for the area by the master plan. Any management
activity or technique authorized for the area shall be specified in
the master plan, including the extent, timing and frequency of any
activity or technique. The following, also, shall apply:
Note: The level of detail regarding the extent, timing and frequency will be as specific or general as appropriate.

a. Unless otherwise addressed in the master plan, slash, which
is the residual tree tops and limbs left after a harvest activity, shall
be removed, chipped or lopped and scattered to within 24 inches
above the ground within 100 feet of a designated recreational trail
or public road. Where the effective visibility from the road or trail
exceeds 100 feet, slash shall be treated within that zone, up to 200
feet from a trail or road.
b. Any timber salvage following a natural disturbance shall
be done in a manner compatible with the area’s classification and
the master plan’s management objectives for the area.
5. ‘Forest opening creation and maintenance.’ Natural or artificially created forest openings maintained through mowing or
cutting of brush and small trees or the use of herbicides may be
present, and shall be specified in the master plan, including the
extent, timing and frequency of any activity or technique.
6. ‘Agricultural activities.’ Agricultural activities are not
authorized.
7. ‘Prescribed burning.’ Prescribed burning is authorized if
constructed firebreaks are restored to a natural−appearing condition after the burn is completed.
(6) TYPE 3 RECREATIONAL USE SETTING. In the master plan a
Type 3 recreational use area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The objective of this setting is to
provide readily accessible areas with modest recreational facilities offering opportunities at different times and places for a variety of dispersed recreational uses and experiences. Landscapes
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within the setting may vary from natural−appearing to highly
altered.
(b) Perceived remoteness. Remoteness is not a high priority
and a wide range of conditions may occur.
(c) Social contact. Users may have regular contact with others
outside their own group. Varied and somewhat diverse types of
use may be common in some areas.
(d) Access. Internal access throughout the area typically is
readily available. In addition to an internal network of management roads and recreational trails, town, county, state or federal
highways may cross the area. The following criteria shall apply:
1. Public access and recreational use by motorized means is
authorized on roads and trails as provided by the master plan,
except within designated non−motorized recreational use areas
described under par. (h). Some roads within the area may be open
only to vehicles for administrative and management purposes.
2. Internal roads in the area shall be primarily primitive,
lightly or moderately developed roads, and a minor amount of
fully developed roads may be present. Trails may be moderately
developed, lightly developed or primitive; however, typically
lightly and moderately developed trails are predominant. Road
and trail densities are not limited; however, the master plan may
limit road and trail development to achieve specific management
or recreational use objectives.
(e) Recreational facilities. Recreational facility development,
when present, shall be simple, and may provide a modest level of
user conveniences and comfort as well as furnish environmental
protection. The following shall apply:
Note: Examples of developments or structures typical of this setting include
access roads and parking areas, boat ramps, vault toilets, dispersed campsites and
small picnic areas, small shelter buildings, bridges, boardwalks and stairs.

1. ‘Buildings, structures and landscape modifications.’
Structures shall have simple designs and natural or natural−
appearing materials shall be emphasized in construction. Buildings and other structures, including facilities for persons with disabilities and landscape modifications, shall be designed to blend
into or complement the natural landscape to the degree possible
and practicable. Portable toilets with earth−tone colors that blend
with the surrounding environment may be used where permanent
facilities are not practicable or feasible.
2. ‘Camping facilities.’ Where camping is authorized by the
master plan, campsites shall be primitive or semi−primitive single
unit or group sites and may be auto, watercraft, walk−in, backpack, horse or bike accessible. The master plan shall designate the
mode or modes of authorized access. The campsites may be
located either singly or in clustered units of 2 to 10 sites with 400
feet or more of separation between them. Campsites may be
located less than 400 feet apart when the topography assures that
the setting’s privacy and solitude objectives can be achieved.
Each campsite shall generally be 150 feet or more away from any
road, not including road spurs leading to individual campsites.
Generator use is not authorized, except that, with a permit issued
by the property manager, a person with a disability may be authorized to use a generator to recharge batteries for accessibility
devices. Campsite improvements may include a leveled and firm
surface, a fire ring, picnic table, box latrine, vault toilet or portable
toilet, and a hand pump well where drinking water is provided.
Electric lights and special provisions for recreational vehicle use
may not be provided at these sites.
3. ‘Picnic areas.’ Picnic areas may not be designed for more
than 20 persons and may not exceed 2 acres. The facilities are limited to the following: 1 to 5 parking spaces, if auto accessible; 1
to 5 picnic tables and grills; small toilet buildings or portable toilets; a shelter building and a hand pump well where drinking water
is provided. More than 5 parking spaces may be provided where
trails or other compatible recreation facilities, in addition to the
picnic area, are present.
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4. ‘Trails.’ Designated recreational trails are limited to lightly
developed, moderately developed and primitive trails, and shall
be consistent with par. (d). For each designated trail, the master
plan shall specify the type of trail and the specific types of use
authorized and any appropriate use restrictions, such as seasonal
or environmental condition restrictions.
5. ‘Environmental protection.’ Low to moderate levels of
environmental protection or mitigation measures may be present
and shall be in harmony with the character and use of the area.
(f) User management. Simple information facilities and obvious visitor controls that harmonize with the environment are
authorized. Regulatory signs, interpretive signs, directional
signs, public safety signs and entrance signs shall be placed as
appropriate to the need. Signboards and posts shall have earth−
tone colors to the degree possible.
(g) Land management and non−recreational facilities. Land
management activities, including forest management, and non−
recreation facility developments may range from inconspicuous
to dominant, but shall be consistent with this subsection and with
the management objectives established for the area by the master
plan. Management parameters include:
1. ‘Visibility of management activities.’ To the degree possible and practicable, management activities, including forest
management and agricultural activities, shall be designed to harmonize with the topography and other landscape features; and visual quality management techniques shall be prescribed, to the
degree feasible and practicable, as appropriate for the specific
management objectives, resource capabilities, and the degree and
type of aesthetic concern for the area;
2. ‘Resource management structures and other non−recreational structures.’ Resource management structures or developments, such as dams, dikes, ditches, constructed ponds and fish
habitat improvement devices, may be visible but shall blend in
with the surrounding landscape and vegetation to the degree practicable and feasible. Other types of non−recreational structures
may be authorized if consistent with the management objectives
for the area;
3. ‘Forest management.’ Any forest management activity or
technique authorized for the area shall be specified in the master
plan, including the extent, timing and frequency of any activity or
technique. The following, also, shall apply:
Note: The level of detail regarding the extent, timing and frequency will be as specific or general as appropriate.

a. Treatment and disposal of slash along designated recreational trails and public roads shall be as specified in the master
plan; and
b. Any timber salvage following a natural disturbance shall
be consistent with the classification and management objective
for the area;
4. ‘Forest opening creation and maintenance.’ Natural or artificially created forest openings that are compatible with the area’s
management objectives may be maintained through mowing or
cutting of brush and small trees or the use of herbicides; and
5. ‘Prescribed burning.’ Prescribed burning and permanent,
constructed firebreaks are authorized.
(h) Non−motorized recreation area. Non−motorized recreational use areas may be designated by the master plan. All provisions of this subsection apply, except as follows:
1. Internal public access and use, including access to campsites, shall be only by non−motorized means, except as provided
for in subds. 2. and 3. Management areas with public highway
crossings may be designated with this classification provided the
objectives of this classification can be substantially met.
2. Motor−related uses that may be authorized by the master
plan include public motor vehicle access roads to parking areas
located on the periphery of the area and to water access sites when
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other practical alternatives are unavailable; and electric motor−
powered craft operated at slow, no−wake speed.
3. Disabled persons may access the area on designated roads
or trails by means of a motor vehicle or access waterways by
means of an electric motor−powered watercraft operated at slow,
no−wake speed with a permit issued by the department.
4. Unauthorized motorized watercraft shall be restricted to
the maximum degree possible.
5. The use of motorized vehicles and equipment is permitted
in the area for logging and other management or maintenance
activities by the department or its contractors engaged in management activity.
(7) TYPE 4 RECREATIONAL USE SETTING. In the master plan a
Type 4 recreational use area shall be consistent with the following:
(a) Management objective. The objective of this setting is to
provide areas offering opportunities for intensive recreational use
activities and experiences. Facilities, when present, may provide
a relatively high level of user comfort, convenience and environmental protection.
Note: Some areas with this classification may have few developed facilities, while
others may have highly developed facilities or may be large facility complexes.
Examples of areas that typically may be included under this classification are picnic
areas, campgrounds, shooting ranges, field trial areas, educational sites, designated
state trails and may include water bodies characterized by high levels of intensive
uses, such as power boating and jet−skiing.

(b) Perceived remoteness. The sights and sounds of human
activity typically are common or prevalent.
(c) Social contact. People typically are encountered within the
area. Use types often are mixed and may be highly diverse.
(d) Access. Access throughout the area is readily available on
fully and moderately developed roads and on fully, moderately
and lightly developed trails. Public access may be by both motorized and non−motorized means.
(e) Recreational facility development. Facility development
and landscape alterations shall be in harmony with the setting and
type of intended use. The following shall apply:
1. Campgrounds and developed day use areas shall be designated by the master plan as either rustic or modern. Rustic sites
shall be consistent with subd. 4, and modern sites shall be consistent with subd. 5.
2. Recreational trails are not limited; however, for each designated trail the master plan shall specify the type of trail and its
authorized use.
3. Moderate to high levels of environmental protection and
mitigation measures may be present, but shall be in harmony with
the character of the site to the degree feasible and practicable.
4. Rustic recreational facilities shall be consistent with the
following:
a. Facilities provide for basic user needs and comforts. The
design of buildings and other structures typically are simple; however, some may be somewhat refined and moderately complex.
b. Rustic campgrounds. A rustic campground shall have
fewer than 75 total campsites, and the distance separating campsites shall be typically 100 feet to 200 feet but may be greater.
Campgrounds established prior to September 1, 1996, which have
more than 75 total campsites or do not meet the separation distance standard, but otherwise meet the standards of this subdivision and are capable of substantially providing a rustic camping
experience, may be assigned this classification. The facilities typically provided in a rustic campground include: campsites with
tent pad, fire ring, picnic table and parking for a vehicle and trailer
or a RV unit, either gravel or asphalt roadways; lighting on buildings; a hand pump water supply; vault type toilets; a recreational
vehicle dumping station on site or in the area and trash collection
receptacles. Where appropriate, paved paths and trails, firewood
concessions, a pressurized water supply, small open play area, and
public telephone may be provided. The following facilities are not

authorized for rustic campgrounds: electric hook−ups for recreational vehicles, except for a site occupied by a campground host;
showers; flush type toilets and playground equipment.
c. Rustic day use areas. The facilities typically provided in
a rustic day use area include picnic tables and grills, a hand pump
water supply, vault type toilets, a small open play area, a parking
area and shelter building. Where appropriate, the following facilities may be provided: pressurized water supply, electricity in
buildings, limited playground equipment, and a swimming beach
with changing stalls. The following facilities are not authorized
for rustic day use areas: flush type toilets, large open play areas,
concession stand, baseball diamond or volleyball pits, bath house,
interpretive center and amphitheater.
5. Modern recreational facilities shall be consistent with the
following:
a. Facilities provide a moderate to relatively high level of user
comfort and convenience. Buildings and other structures may be
simple designs or designs that are complex and refined.
b. Modern campgrounds. These may be comprised of a single
campground or a large campground complex, and typically have
75 or more campsites. The separation distance between campsites
may vary, although 100 feet shall be used as a guideline. The facility development options are not limited; however, the following
facilities usually are provided: electric hook−ups for recreational
vehicles, hand pump or pressurized water supply, vault or flush
toilets, a recreational vehicle dumping station on−site or nearby,
asphalt roadways, open play areas, paved paths and trails, lighting
on buildings and public telephones. Examples of other facilities
that may be present include playground equipment, full−service
concessions, showers and laundry facilities.
c. Modern day use area facilities. The facility development
options are not limited; however, the facilities provided typically
include picnic tables and grills, hand pump or pressurized water
supply, vault or flush toilets, large, open play areas, playground
equipment, parking lots, shelters with electricity and hard−surfaced trails. Other facilities or services that also may be present
include a concession stand, baseball diamond or volleyball pits,
bath house and well−defined swimming beach and sunning area,
interpretive center and amphitheater.
(f) User management. The amount and type of visitor controls
shall be appropriate to the area’s type of use and need.
(g) Land management and non−recreational facility development. Any land or vegetation management activity or non−recreational facility development shall be consistent with this subsection and with the management objectives for the area
established by the master plan. Management parameters include
the following:
1. Any land or vegetation management prescription or
method that supports the master plan’s management objectives for
the area and is consistent with the site’s ecological capability may
be used. Management activities or techniques authorized for the
area shall be specified in the master plan, including the extent, timing and frequency of any activity or technique. Management
activities or techniques used in implementing the plan may not
exceed the parameters identified by the master plan for the management area;
2. Resource management developments such as dams, dikes,
ditches, habitat improvement devices, and constructed ponds and
other types of non−recreational structures, that harmonize with
the surrounding landscape to the degree practicable and feasible
may be present; and
3. Visual quality management techniques shall be prescribed,
to the degree feasible and practicable, as appropriate for the specific management objectives, resource capabilities, and the
degree and type of aesthetic concern for the area.
History: Cr. Register, August, 1996, No. 488, eff. 9−1−96.
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